In this paper, we resolve the one-pass space com
I. INTRODUCTION
The streaming model of computation has become increasingly important for the analysis of massive datasets, where the sheer size of the input imposes stringent restrictions on the resources available to algorithms. Examples of such datasets include internet traffic logs, sensor networks, financial transaction data, database logs, and scientific data streams (such as huge experiments in particle physics, genomics, and astronomy). Given their prevalence, there is a large body of literature devoted to designing extremely efficient one-pass algorithms for analyzing data streams. We refer the reader to [2] , [46] for surveys of these algorithms and their applications.
More recently, the technique of sampling has proven to be tremendously powerful for the analysis of data streams. Substantial literature has been devoted to the study of sampling
The authors thank the partial support by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. CCF-1815840. for problems in big data [46] , [28] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [10] , [18] , [23] , [38] , [43] , [53] , [9] , [22] , [21] , with applications to network traffic analysis [50] , [31] , [26] , [42] , [17] , databases [49] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [41] , [40] , distributed computation [55] , [14] , [15] , [51] , and low-rank approximation [55] , [20] , [16] . While several models for sampling in data streams have been proposed [3] , [1] , [14] , perhaps the most widely studied are the L p samplers introduced in [45] . Roughly speaking, given a vector f ∈ R n , the goal of an L p sampler is to return an index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} with probability |f i | p / f p p . In the data stream setting, the vector f is given by a sequence of updates (insertions or deletions) to its coordinates of the form f i ← f i + Δ, where Δ can either be positive or negative. A 1-pass L p sampler must return an index given only one linear pass through the updates of the stream.
Since their introduction, L p samplers have been utilized to develop alternative algorithms for many important streaming problems, such as the heavy hitters problem, L p estimation, cascaded norm estimation, and finding duplicates in data streams [1] , [45] , [35] , [5] . For the case of p = 1 and insertion only streams, where the updates to f are strictly positive, the problem is easily solved using O(log n) bits of space with the well-known reservoir sampling algorithm [52] . When deletions to the stream are allowed or when p = 1, however, the problem is more complicated. In fact, the question of whether such samplers even exist was posed by Cormode, Murthukrishnana, and Rozenbaum in [13] . Later on, Monemizadeh and Woodruff demonstrated that, if one permits the sampler to be approximately correct, such samplers are indeed possible [45] . We formally state the guarantee given by an approximate L p sampler below.
Definition 1. Let f ∈ R n and ν ∈ [0, 1). For p > 0, an approximate L p sampler with ν-relative error is an algorithm which returns an index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
Where c ≥ 1 is some arbitrarily large constant. For p = 0, the problem is to return j with probability (1 ± ν) max{1, |f j |}/|{j : f j = 0}| + O(n −c ). If ν = 0, then the sampler is said to be perfect. An L p sampler is allowed to output FAIL with some probability δ, however in this case it must not output any index.
L p sampling upper bound (bits) p range Notes Citation O(log 3 (n)) p = 0 perfect L 0 sampler, δ = 1/poly(n) [19] O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ 2 )) p = 0 perfect L 0 sampler [35] poly log(ν −1 , n) p ∈ [0, 2] δ = 1/poly(n) [45] O(ν −p log 3 (n) log(1/δ)) p ∈ [1, 2] (1 ± ν)-relative error [1] O(ν − max{1,p} log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) p ∈ (0, 2) \ {1} (1 ± ν)-relative error [35] O(ν −1 log(ν −1 ) log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) p = 1 (1 ± ν)-relative error [35] O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) p ∈ (0, 2) perfect L p sampler, matches lower bound This work O(log 3 (n) log(1/δ)) p = 2 perfect L 2 sampler This work Fig. 1 : Evolution of one pass L p sampling upper bounds, with the best known lower bound of Ω(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) for p ≥ 0 [37] (see also [35] for a lower bound for constant δ).
The one-pass approximate L p sampler introduced in [45] requires poly(ν −1 , log n) space, albeit with rather large exponents. Later on, in [1] , the complexity was reduced significantly to O(ν −p log 3 (n) log(1/δ))-bits 1 for p ∈ [1, 2] , using a technique known as precision sampling. Roughly, the technique of precision sampling consists of scaling the coordinates f i by random variable coefficients 1/t i as the updates arrive, resulting in a new stream vector z ∈ R n with z i = f i /t i . The algorithm then searches for all z i which cross a certain threshold T . Observe that if
, an L p sampler can then return any i with z i ≥ T as its output. These heavy coordinates can be found using any of the well-known η-heavy hitters algorithms for a sufficiently small precision η.
Using a tighter analysis of this technique with the same scaling variables t i = u 1/p i , Jowhari, Saglam, and Tardos reduced the space complexity of L p sampling for p < 2 to O(ν − max{1,p} log 2 (n) log(1/δ))-bits for p ∈ (0, 2) \ {1}, and O(ν −1 log(ν −1 ) log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) bits of space for p = 1 [35] . Roughly speaking, their improvements result from a more careful consideration of the precision η needed to determine when a z i crosses the threshold, which they do via the tighter tail-error guarantee of the well-known countsketch heavy hitters algorithm [6] . In addition, they give an O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) perfect L 0 sampler, and demonstrated an Ω(log 2 (n))-bit lower bound for L p samplers for any p ≥ 0. Recently, this lower bound was extended to Ω(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) [37] bits, which closes the complexity of the problem for p = 0.
For p ∈ (0, 2), this means that the upper and lower bounds for L p samplers are tight in terms of n, δ, but a gap exists in the dependency on ν. Being the case, it would seem natural to search for an Ω(ν −p log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) lower bound to close the complexity of the problem. It is perhaps surprising, therefore, that no lower bound at all in terms of ν existsnot even an Ω(ν −1 ) bound is known. This poses the question of whether the Ω(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) lower bound is in fact correct.
A. Our Contributions
In this paper, we explain the phenomenon of the lack of an Ω(ν −1 ) lower bound by showing that ν need not enter the space complexity of an L p sampler at all. In other words, we demonstrate the existence of perfect L p samplers using O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ))-bits of space for p ∈ (0, 2), thus completely resolving the space complexity of the problem. For p = 2, our space is O(log 3 (n) log(1/δ))-bits, which matches the best known upper bounds in terms of n, δ, yet again has no dependency on ν. A summary of the past upper bounds for L p sampling, along with the contributions of this work, is given in Figure 1 .
In addition to outputting a perfect sample i from the stream, for p ∈ (0, 2) we also show that, conditioned on an index being output, given an additional additive O(min{ −2 , max{ −p , log( 1 δ2 )}} log(n) log(1/δ 2 ))-bits we can provide a (1 ± ) approximation of the frequency |f i | with probability 1 − δ 2 . This separates the space dependence on log 2 (n) and for frequency approximation, allowing us to obtain a (1 ± ) approximation of |f i | in O(log 2 (n) + −p log(n)) bits of space with constant probability, whereas before this required O( −p log 2 (n)) bits of space. For p = 2, our bound is O( −2 log 2 (n) log(1/δ 2 )), which still improves upon the prior best known bounds for estimating the frequency by an O(log(n))-factor. Finally, we show an Ω( −p log(n) log(1/δ 2 )) bits of space lower bound for producing the (1 ± ) estimate (conditioned on an index being returned), which is tight for most ranges of .
B. Applications
Since their introduction, it has been observed that L p samplers can be used as a building block in algorithms for many important streaming problems, such as finding heavy hitters, L p -norm estimation, cascaded norm estimation, and finding duplicates in data streams [1] , [45] , [35] , [5] . L p Input: f ∈ R n Output: a sampled index i * ∈ [n] 1) Perform a linear transformation on f to obtain z.
2) Run instance A of count-sketch on z to obtain the estimate y.
3) Find i * = arg max i |y i |. Then run a statistical test on y to decide whether to output i * or FAIL. samplers, particularly for p = 1, are often used as a blackbox subroutine to design representative histograms of f on which more complicated algorithms are run [25] , [24] , [49] , [27] , [31] , [13] . For these black-box applications, the only property of the samplers needed is the distribution of their samples. Samplers with relative error are statistically biased and, in the analysis of more complicated algorithms built upon such samplers, this bias and its propagation over multiple samples must be accounted for and bounded. The analysis and development of such algorithms would be simplified dramatically, therefore, with the assumptions that the samples were truly uniform (i.e., from a perfect L 1 sampler). In this case, no error terms or variational distance need be accounted for. Our results show that such an assumption is possible without affecting the space complexity of the sampler. Note that in Definition 1, we allow a perfect sampler to have n −c variation distance to the true L p distribution. We note that this definition is in line with prior work, observing that even the perfect L 0 sampler of [35] incurs such an error from derandomizing with Nisan's PRG. Nevertheless, this error will never be detected if the sampler is run polynomially many times in the course of constructing a histogram, and such a sampler is therefore statistically indistinguishable from a truly uniform sampler and can be used as a black box.
Another motivation for utilizing perfect L p samplers comes from applications in privacy. Here f ∈ R n is some underlying dataset, and we would like to reveal a sample i ∈ [n] drawn from the L p distribution over f to some external party without revealing too much global information about f itself. Using an approximate L p sampler introduces a (1 ± ν) multiplicative bias into the sampling probabilities, and this bias can depend on global properties of the data. For instance, such a sampler might bias the sampling probabilities of a large set S of coordinates by a (1 + ν) factor if a certain global property P holds for f , and may instead bias them by (1 − ν) if a disjoint property P holds. Using only a small number of samples, an adversary would then be able to distinguish whether P or P holds by determining how these coordinates were biased. On the other hand, the bias in the samples produced by a perfect L p sampler is polynomially small, and thus the leakage of global information could be substantially smaller when using one, though one would need to formally define a notion of leakage and privacy for the given application.
C. Our Techniques
Our main algorithm is inspired by the precision sampling technique used in prior works [1] , [35] , but with some marked differences. To describe how our sampler achieves the improvements cited above, we begin by observing that all L p sampling algorithms since [1] have adhered to the same algorithmic template, shown in Figure 2 . This template employs the classic count-sketch algorithm of [7] as a subroutine, which is easily introduced. For k ∈ N, let [k] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , k}. Given a precision parameter η, count-sketch selects pairwise independent hash functions h j : [n] → [6/η 2 ] and g j : [n] → {1, −1}, for j = 1, 2, . . . , d where d = Θ(log(n)). Then for all i ∈ [d], j ∈ [6/η 2 ], it computes the following linear function A i,j = k∈[n],hi(k)=j g i (k)f k , and outputs an approximation y of f given by y k = median i∈ [d] {g i (k)A i,hi(k) }. We will discuss the estimation guarantee of count-sketch at a later point.
The algorithmic template is as follows. First, perform some linear transformation on the input vector f to obtain a new vector z. Next, run an instance A of count-sketch on z to obtain the estimate y. Finally, run some statistical test on y. If the test fails, then output FAIL, otherwise output the index of the largest coordinate (in magnitude) of y. We first describe how the sampler of [35] implements the steps in this template. Afterwards we describe the different implementation decisions made in our algorithm that allow it to overcome the limitations of prior approaches.
Prior Algorithms.: The samplers of [35] , [1] utilize the technique known as precision sampling, which employs the following linear transformation. The algorithms first generate random variables (t 1 , . . . , t n ) with limited independence, where each t i ∼ Uniform[0, 1]. Next, each coordinate f i is scaled by the coefficient 1/t 1/p i to obtain the transformed vector z ∈ R n given by z i = f i /t 1/p i , thus completing Step 1 of Figure 2 . For simplicity, we now restrict to the case of p = 1 and the algorithm of [35] . The goal of the algorithm is then to return an item z i that crosses the threshold |z i | > ν −1 R, where R = Θ( f 1 ) is a constant factor approximation of the L 1 . Note the probability that this occurs is proportional to
Next, implementing the second step of Figure 2 , the vector z is hashed into count-sketch to find an item that has crossed the threshold. Using the stronger tail-guarantee of count-sketch, the estimate vector y satisfies y − z ∞ ≤ √ η z tail(1/η) 2 , where z tail(1/η) is z with the 1/η largest coordinates (in magnitude) set to 0. Now the algorithm runs into trouble when it incorrectly identifies z i as crossing the threshold when it has not, or vice-versa. However, if the tail error √ η z tail(1/η) 2 is at most O( f 1 ), then since t i is a uniform variable the probability that z i is close enough to the threshold to be misidentified is O(ν), which results in at most (1 ± ν) relative error in the sampling probabilities. Thus it will suffice to have
To show that this is the case, consider the level sets
We observe here that results of [35] can be partially attributed to the fact that for p < 2, the total contribution Θ(
of the level sets to z 2 2 decreases geometrically with k, and so with constant probability we have z 2 = O( f p ). Moreover, if one removes the top log(1/ν) largest items, the contribution of the remaining items to the L 2 is O( f 1 ) with probability 1−ν. So taking η = log(1/ν), the tail error from count-sketch has the desired size. Since the tail error does not include the 1/η largest coordinates, this holds even conditioned on a fixed value t i * of the maximizer. Now with probability ν the guarantee on the error from the prior paragraph does not hold, and in this case one cannot still output an index i, as this would result in a ν-additive error sampler. Thus, as in Step 3 of Figure 2 , the algorithm must implement a statistical test to check that the guarantee holds. To do this, using the values of the largest 1/η coordinates of y, they produce an estimate of the tail-error and output FAIL if it is too large. Otherwise, the item
Our Algorithm.: Our first observation is that, in order to obtain a truly perfect sampler, one needs to use different scaling variables t i . Notice that the approach of scaling by inverse uniform variables and returning a coordinate which reaches a certain threshold T faces the obvious issue of what to return when more than one of the variables |z i | crosses T . This is solved by simply outputting the maximum of all such coordinates. However, the probability of an index becoming the maximum and reaching a threshold is drawn from an entirely different distribution, and for uniform variables t i this distribution does not appear to be the correct one. To overcome this, we must use a distribution where the maximum index i of the variables (
We observe that the distribution of exponential random variables has precisely this property, and thus to implement Step 1 of Figure 2 we set
where t i is an exponential random variable. We remark that exponential variables have been used in the past, such as for F p moment estimation, p > 2, in [1] and regression in [54] . However it appears that their applicability to sampling has never before been exploited.
Next, we carry out the count-sketch step by hashing our vector z into A with sensitivity parameter η. Using a more general analysis of the L 2 norm of the level sets I k , we can show that, with constant probability, the error in estimating the frequency of an item z i from our count-sketch is O( f p ). Then by applying the min-stability property of exponential random variables, we can show that the maximum item |z (1) 
with constant probability, and we can similarly show that |z (1) (2) | is the second largest coordinate (in absolute value) of z. If all these events occur together, we will be able to distinguish the largest coordinate in z from the second largest, thus finding the coordinate i with z i = z (1) . However, just as in [35] , we cannot output an index anyway if these conditions do not hold, so we will need to run a statistical test to ensure that they do.
The Statistical Test.: Let R be a constant factor approximation of f p . To implement Step 3 of the template, our algorithm tests whether |y (1) | − |y (2) | ≥ qηR, for some sufficiently large constant q (where y (1) and y (2) are the largest and second largest coordinates, in magnitude, of y). The primary technical challenge will be to show that, conditioned on |z i | = z (1) for some i, the probability of failing the statistical test does not depend on i. In other words, conditioning on |z i | being the maximum does not change the failure probability. Let z D(k) be the k-th order statistic of z
Here the D(k)'s are known as anti-ranks. To analyze the conditional dependence, we must first obtain a closed form for z D(k) which separates the dependencies on k and D(k). Hypothetically, if z D(k) depended only on k, then a test of the form z D(1) −z D(2) < T , for some threshold T , would be completely independent of D(1), in which case we could safely fail whenever such an event occurred. Of course, in reality this is not the case.
Consider the vector f = (100n, 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ R n and p = 1. Clearly we expect z 1 to be the maximizer, and moreover we expect a gap of Θ(n) between z 1 and z D (2) . On the other hand, if you were told that D(1) = 1, it is tempting to think that z D(1) just barely beat out z 1 for its spot as the max, and so z 1 would not be far behind. Indeed, this intuition would be correct, and one can show that the probability that z D(1) − z D(2) > n conditioned on D(1) = i changes by an additive constant depending on whether or not i = 1. In general, the value of |z D (2) 
To handle scenarios of this form, our algorithm will utilize an additional linear transformation in Step 1 of the template. Instead of only scaling by the random coefficients 1/t 1/p i , our algorithm first duplicates the coordinates f i to remove all heavy items from the stream. If f is the vector from the example above and F is the duplicated vector, then after poly(n) duplications all copies of the heavy item f 1 will have weight at most |f 1 |/ F 1 < 1/poly(n). By uniformizing the relative weight of the coordinates, this washes out the dependency of
after n c duplications, for any j ∈ [n c ]. Notice that this transformation blows up the dimension of f by a poly(n) factor. However, since our space usage is O(log 2 n)-bits, the result is only a constant factor increase in the complexity.
After duplication, we scale F by the coefficients 1/t 1/p i , and the rest of the algorithm proceeds as described above. Using expressions for the order statistics z D(k) which separate the dependence into the anti-ranks D(j) and a set of exponentials E 1 , E 2 , . . . E n independent of the anti-ranks, after duplication we can derive tight concentration of the z D(k) 's conditioned on fixed values of the E i 's. Using this concentration result, we decompose our count-sketch data structure A into two component variables: one independent of the anti-ranks (the independent component), and a small adversarial noise of relative weight n −c . In order to bound the effect of the adversarial noise on the outcome of our tests we must 1) randomize the threshold for our failure condition and 2) demonstrate the anti-concentration of the resulting distribution over the independent components of A. This will demonstrate that with high probability, the result of the statistical test is completely determined by the value of the independent component, which allows us to fail without affecting the conditional probability of outputting i ∈ [n].
Now the correctness of our sampler crucially relies on the full independence of the t i 's to show that the variable D(1) is drawn from precisely the correct distribution (namely, the
Being the case, we cannot directly implement our algorithm using any method of limited independence. In order to derandomize the algorithm from requiring full-independence, we will use Nisan's pseudorandom generator [48] . Using Nisan's generator as a blackbox, however, results in an O(log n)-blow up in the space complexity of an algorithm. In order to avoid this, we carry out a closer analysis of the exact seed length that Nisan's generator requires to fool a statistical tester of our algorithm, showing that O(log 2 n)bits suffices and therefore leaving our overall space complexity unchanged.
Case of p = 2.: Recall for p < 2, we could show that the L 2 of the level sets I k decays geometrically with k. More precisely, for any γ we have z tail(γ)
. Using this, we actually do not need the tight concentration of the z D(k) 's, since we can show that the top n c/10 coordinates change by at most (1 ± n −Ω(c) ) depending on D(1), and the L 2 norm of the remaining coordinates is only an O(n −c/10(1/p−1/2) ) fraction of the whole L 2 , and can thus be absorbed into the adversarial noise. For p = 2 however, each level set I k contributes weight O( F 2 p ) to z 2 2 , so z tail(γ) 2 = O( log(n) F p ) even for γ = poly(n). Therefore, for p = 2 it is essential that we show concentration of the z D(k) 's for nearly all k. Moreover, the error from count-sketch will be O(η log(n) F p ) with high probability, and for any L with probability 1 − 1/L we have |z D(1) | < √ L F p . Therefore, the only way to find the maximum index with constant probability will be to take η = Θ(1/ log(n)) in our count-sketch, which can be accomplished with O(log 3 n)-bits of space.
Optimizing the Runtime.: In addition to our core sampling algorithm, we show how the linear transformation step to construct z can be implemented via a parameterized rounding scheme to improve the update time of the algorithm without affecting the space complexity, giving a run-time/relative sampling error trade-off. By rounding the scaling variables 1/t 1/p i to powers of (1 + ν), we discretize their support to have size O(ν log(n)). We then simulate the update procedure by sampling from the distribution over updates to our countsketch data-structure A of duplicating an update and hashing each duplicate independently into A. Our simulation utilizes results on efficient generation of binomial random variables, through which we can iteratively reconstruct the updates to A bin-by-bin instead of duplicate-by-duplicate. In addition, by using an auxiliary heavy-hitter data structure, we can improve our query time from the naïve O(n) to O(poly log(n)) without increasing the space complexity.
Estimating the Frequency.: We show that allowing an additional additive O(min{ −2 , max{ −p , log( 1 δ2 )}} log n log δ −1 2 ) bits of space, we can provide an estimatef = (1 ± )f i of the outputted frequency f i with probability 1 − δ 2 when p < 2. To achieve this, we use our more general analysis of the contribution of the level sets I k to z 2 , and give concentration bounds on the tail error when the top −p items are removed. When p = 2, for similar reasons as described in the sampling algorithm, we require another O(log n) factor in the space complexity to obtain a (1 ± ) estimate. Finally, we demonstrate an Ω( −p log n log δ −1 2 ) lower bound for this problem, which is tight when p < 2 for most values of . To do so, we adapt a communication problem introduced in [34] , known as Augmented-Indexing on Large Domains. We weaken the problem so that it need only succeed with constant probability, and then show that the same lower bound still holds. Using a reduction to this problem, we show that our lower bound for L p samplers holds even if the output index is from a distribution with constant additive error from the true L p distribution |f i | p / f p p .
II. PRELIMINARIES
For a, b, ∈ R, we write a = b± to denote the containment a ∈ [b − , b + ]. For positive integer n, we use [n] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For any vector v ∈ R n , we write v (k) to denote the k-th largest coordinate of v in absolute value. In other words, |v (1) | ≥ |v (2) | ≥ · · · ≥ |v (n) |. For any γ ∈ [n], we define v tail(γ) to be v but with the top γ coordinates (in absolute value) set equal to 0. We write |v| to denote the entry-wise absolute value of v, so |v| j = |v j | for all j ∈ [n]. All space bounds stated will be in bits. For our runtime complexity, we assume the unig cost RAM model, where a word of O(log(n))-bits can be operated on in constant time, where n is the dimension of the input streaming vector. Finally, we will use theÕ notation to hide polylog(n) factors, in other words O(log c (n)) =Õ(1) for any constant c.
Formally, a data stream is given by an underlying vector f ∈ R n , called the frequency vector, which is initialized to 0 n . The frequency vector then receives a stream of m updates of the form
For simplicity, we make the common assumption ( [4] ) that log(mM ) = O(log(n)), though our results generalize naturally to arbitrary n, m. In this paper, we will also need the McDiarmid inequality.
Fact 1 (McDiarmid's inequality [44] ). Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n be independent random variables, and let ψ(x 1 , . . . , x n ) by any function that satisfies sup x1,...,xn,xi ψ(
Our sampling algorithm will utilize the well known data structure known as count-sketch(see [7] for further details). We now introduce the description of count-sketch which we will use for the remainder of the paper. The count-sketch data structure is a table A with d rows and k columns. When run on a vector f ∈ R n presented in a stream, for each row r ∈ [d], count-sketch picks a uniform random mapping h i : [n] → [k] and g i : [n] → {1, −1}. Generally, h i and g i need only be 4wise independent hash functions, but in this paper we will use fully-independent hash functions (and later relax this condition when derandomizing). Whenever an update Δ to item v ∈ [n] occurs, count-sketch performs the following updates:
Note that while we will not implement the h i 's as explicit hash functions, and instead generate i.i.d. random variables h i (1), . . . , h i (n), we will still use the terminology of hash functions. In other words, by hashing the update (v, Δ) into the row A i of count-sketch, we mean that we are updating A i,hi(v) by Δg i (v). By hashing the coordinate f v into A, we mean updating A i,hi(v) by g i (v)f v for each i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Using this terminology, each row of count-sketch corresponds to randomly hashing the indices in [n] into k buckets, and then each bucket in the row is a sum of the frequencies f i of the items which hashed to it multiplied by random ±1 signs. At the termination of the stream, we define a vector y as:
Theorem 1. If d = Θ(log(1/δ)) and k = 6/ 2 , then for a fixed i ∈ [n] we have |y i −f i | < f tail(1/ 2 ) 2 with probability 1−δ. Moreover, if d = Θ(log(n)) and c ≥ 1 is any constant, then we have y − f ∞ < f tail(1/ 2 ) 2 with probability 1 − n −c . Furthermore, if we instead set y j = median i∈ [d] |A i,hi(j) |, then the same two bounds above hold replacing f with |f |.
B. High Probability L p estimation
Since our later proofs will rely on a precise analysis of the random variables which are added into our data structures, we will review the specifics of the L 2 estimation algorithm we will be using. The algorithm uses the well-known p-stable classes of distributions. We give a simplified definition here.
Definition 2.
A distribution D p is said to be p-stable if whenever X 1 , . . . , X n ∼ D p are drawn independently, we have n i=1 a i X i = a p X for any fixed vector a ∈ R n , where X ∼ D p is again distributed as a p-stable. In particular, the Gaussian random variables N (0, 1) are p-stable for p = 2 (i.e., i a i g i = a g where g, g 1 , . . . , g n are Gaussian).
These distributions were originally utilized by [32] to derive O(log 2 (n)))-space estimators for the L p norm for p ∈ (0, 2]. The space complexity came from storing random bits to generate O(n) p-stable random variables, and then derandomizing the entire algorithm via Nisan's PRG [48] . This algorithm was later refined in [36] to use O(log(n))-bits of space by showing that variables with limited independence suffice to obtain an estimate. Since the algorithms in this paper already use O(log 2 (n))-bits and we only need a constant factor approximation, we will use the median estimator of [32] for simplicity.
The algorithm is as follows. To estimate f 2 for f ∈ R n , we generate i.i.d. Gaussians ϕ i,j ∼ N (0, 1) for i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [r] where r = Θ(log(n)). Note that we will later derandomize this procedure with Nisan's PRG to generate the ϕ i,j 's using a random seed of length O(log 2 (n)). We then store the vector B ∈ R r where B j = n i=1 f i ϕ i,j for j = 1, . . . , r, which can be computed update by update throughout the stream. We then return the estimate R = median j 5|Bj | 4 . Lemma 1. For any constant c > 0, The value of R as computed in the above algorithm satisfies 1 2 Finally, we will use the fact that high probability L p estimators can be obtained in O(log 2 (n)) space for p < 2. Such an algorithm can be found in [36] .
Lemma 2 ([36]
). For p ∈ (0, 2) and any constant c, given a general turnstile stream f , there is an algorithm which produces an estimate R ∈ [ 1 2 f p , 2 f p ] with probability 1−n −c . The space required is O(log 2 (n)) bits, and the update and query time are both O(1) in the unit cost RAM model.
III. EXPONENTIAL ORDER STATISTICS
In this section, we discuss several useful properties of the order statistics of n independent non-identically distributed exponential random variables. Let (t 1 , . . . , t n ) be independent exponential random variables where t i has mean 1/λ i (equivalently, t i has rate λ i ). Recall that t i is given by the cumulative distribution function Pr[t i < x] = 1 − e −λix . We begin by noting that constant factor scalings of an exponential variable result in another exponential variable.
Fact 2 (Scaling of exponentials). Let t be exponentially distributed with rate λ, and let α > 0. Then αt is exponentially distributed with rate λ/α Proof. The cdf of αt is given by Pr[t < x/α] = 1 − e −λx/α , which is the cdf of an exponential random variable with rate λ/α.
We would now like to study the order statistics of the variables (t 1 , . . . , t n ), where t i has rate λ i . To do so, we introduce the anti-rank vector (D(1), D(2), . . . , D(n) ), where for k ∈ [n], D(k) ∈ [n] is a random variable which gives the index of the t-th smallest exponential. Let (t 1 , . . . , t n ) be independent exponentials. For k = 1, 2, . . . , n, we define the k-th anti-rank D(k) ∈ [n] of (t 1 , . . . , t n ) to be the values
Using the structure of the anti-rank vector, it has been observed [47] that there is a simple form for describing the distribution of t D(k) as a function of (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and the anti-rank vector.
Fact 3 ([47]
). Let (t 1 , . . . , t n ) be independently distributed exponentials, where t i has rate λ i > 0. Then for any k = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have
Where the E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E n 's are i.i.d. exponential variables with mean 1 and are independent of the anti-rank vector (D(1), D(2) , . . . , D(n)).
Fact 4 ([47]
). For any i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have Pr[D(1) = i] = λ i n j=1 λ j We now describe how these properties will be useful to our sampler. Let f ∈ R n be any vector of a general turnstile stream. We can generate i.i.d. exponentials (t 1 , . . . , t n ), each with rate 1, and construct the random variable z i = f i /t 1/p i , which can be obtained in a stream by scaling updates to f i by 1/t 1/p i as they arrive. By Fact 2, the variable |z i | −p = t i /|f i | p is exponentially distributed with rate λ i = |f i | p . Now let (D(1), . . . , D(n)) be the anti-rank vector of the exponentials (t 1 /|f n | p , . . . , t n /|f n | 1/p ). By Fact 4, we have
In other words, the probability that |z i | = arg max j {|z j |} is precisely |f i | p / f p p , so for a perfect L p sampler it suffices to return i ∈ [n] with |z i | maximum. Now note |z D(1) | ≥ |z D(2) | ≥ · · · ≥ |z D(n) |, and in this scenario the statement of Fact 3 becomes:
Where the E i 's are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1, and are independent of the anti-rank vector (D(1), . . . , D(n) ). We call the exponentials E i the hidden exponentials, as they do not appear in the actual execution of the algorithm, and will be needed for analysis purposes only.
IV. THE SAMPLING ALGORITHM
We now provide intuition for the workings of our main sampling algorithm. Our algorithm scales the input stream by inverse exponentials to obtain a new vector z. We have seen in the prior section that we can write the order statistics z D(k) as a function of the anti-rank vector D, where D(k) gives the index of the k-th largest coordinate in z, and the hidden exponentials E i , which describe the "scale" of the order statistics. Importantly, the hidden exponentials are independent of the anti-ranks. We would like to determine the index i such that D(1) = i, however this may not always be possible. This is the case when the two largest elements |z D(1) |, |z D (2) | are closer to each other than our error in estimating them. In such a case, we would like to output FAIL.
Now consider the trivial situation where f 1 = f 2 = · · · = f n . Here the variables z D(k) have no dependence at all on the anti-rank vector D. In this case, the condition of failing is independent of D(1), so we can safely fail whenever we cannot determine the maximum index. On the other hand, if the values |f i | vary wildly, the variables z D(k) will depend highly on the anti-ranks. In fact, if there exists f i with |f i | p ≥ f p p , then the probability that |z D(1) | − |z D(2) | is above a certain threshold can change by a (1 ± ) factor conditioned on D(1) = i, as opposed to D(1) = j for a smaller |f j |. In this case, we cannot output FAIL, lest we suffer a (1 ± ) error in outputting an index with the correct probability.
To handle this, we must remove the heavy items from the stream to weaken the dependence of the values z D(k) on the anti-ranks, which we carry out by duplication of coordinates. For the purposes of efficiency, we carry out the duplication via a rounding scheme which will allow us to generate and quickly hash updates into our data-structures (Section V). We will show that, conditioned on the fixed values of the E i 's, the variables z D(k) are highly concentrated, and therefore nearly independent of the anti-ranks (z D(k) depends only on k and not D(k)). By randomizing the failure threshold to be anticoncentrated, the small adversarial dependence of z D(k) on D(k) cannot non-trivially affect the conditional probabilities of failure, leading to small relative error in the resulting output distribution.
The L p Sampler.: We now describe our sampling algorithm, as given in Figure 3 . Let f ∈ R n be the input vector of the stream. As the stream arrives, we duplicate updates to each coordinate f i n c−1 times to obtain a new vector F ∈ R n c . More precisely, for i ∈ [n] we set i j = (i − 1)n c−1 + j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n c−1 , and then we will have F ij = f i for all i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [n c−1 ]. We then call F ij a duplicate of f i . Whenever we use i j as a subscript in this way it will refer to a duplicate of i, whereas a single subscript i will be used both to index into [n] and [n c ]. Note that this duplication has the effect that |F i | p ≤ n −c+1 F p p for all p > 0 and i ∈ [n c ]. We then generate i.i.d. exponential rate 1 random variables (t 1 , . . . , t n ), and define the vector z ∈ R n c by z i = F i /t 1/p i . As shown in Section III, we have Pr[i j = argmax i ,j {|z i j |}] = |F ij | p / F p p . Since L p Sampler 1) For 0 < p < 2, set η = Θ(1), and for p = 2 set η = Θ( 1/ log(n)). Let d = Θ(log(n)), and instantiate a d × 6/η 2 count-sketch table A, and set μ ∼ Uniform[ 1 2 , 3 2 ]. 2) Duplicate updates to f to obtain the vector F ∈ R n c so that f i = F ij for all i ∈ [n] and j = 1, 2, . . . , n c−1 , for some fixed constant c. 3) Choose i.i.d. exponential random variables t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n c ), and construct the stream ζ i = F i · rnd ν (1/t 1/p i ). 4) Run A on ζ to obtain estimate y with |y − |ζ| ∞ < η ζ tail(1/η 2 ) 2 as in Theorem 1. 5) Run L 2 estimator on ζ, and L p estimator on f , to obtain |F ij | p / F p p = |f i | p / f p p , it will therefore suffice to find i j ∈ [n c ] such that i j = arg max i ,j {|z i j |}, and return the index i ∈ [n]. The assumption that the t i 's are i.i.d. will later be relaxed in Section V while derandomizing the algorithm. Now fix any sufficiently large constant c, and fix ν > n −c . To speed up the update time, instead of explicitly scaling F i by 1/t 1/p i to construct the stream z, our algorithm instead scales
In other words, rnd ν (x) rounds x down to the nearest power of
Having constructed the transformed stream ζ, we then run a Θ(log(n)) × 6/η 2 instance A of count-sketch on ζ to obtain an estimate vector y with y − |ζ| ∞ < η ζ tail(1/η 2 ) 2 with probability 1 − n −c (as in Theorem 1). Note that y j is an estimate of the absolute value ζ j , and is always positive. Then for 0 < p < 2, we set η = Θ(1), and for p = 2 we set η = Θ(1/ log(n)). Next, we obtain estimates R ∈ [ 1 2 ζ 2 , 2 ζ 2 ] via the algorithm of Lemma 1, and R ∈ [ 1 2 F p , 2 F p ] via Lemma 2, both with high probability. The estimate R is obtained by estimating f p to a constant factor and scaling up by n (c−1)/p (noting that |F | p = n (c−1)/p f p ). The algorithm then finds y (1) , y (2) (the two largest coordinates of y), and samples μ ∼ Uniform[1/2, 3/2]. It then checks if y (1) − y (2) < 100μηR + ηR or if y (2) < 50ημR, and reports FAIL if either occur, otherwise it returns i ∈ [n] with y ij = y (1) for some j ∈ [n c−1 ].
Analysis.: Let i * ∈ [n c ] be the index of the maximizer in y, so y i * = y (1) . By checking that y (1) − y (2) > 100μηR, noting that 100μηR ≥ 25 y − |ζ| ∞ and z k = (1 ± ν)ζ k for all k ∈ [n c ], for ν < η sufficiently small we ensure that |z i * | is also the maximum element in z. The necessity for the tests y (2) ≥ 50ημR and y (1) − y (2) ≥ ηR is technical and less straightforward, and is discussed further in Section V of the full version.
To prove correctness, we then need to analyze the conditional probability of failure given D(1) = i. Let N = |{i ∈ [n c ] | F i = 0}| (N is the support size of F ). We can assume that N = 0 (to check this one could run, for instance, the O(log 2 (n))-bit support sampler of [35] ). Note that n c−1 ≤ N ≤ n c . For 1 ≤ k ≤ n c , we define the k-th anti-rank D(k) (as in Section III) of the stream vector z to be the index such that |z D(k) | is the k-th largest value of the |z i |'s. For the following lemma, it suffices to consider only the exponentials t i with F i = 0, and we thus consider only values of k between 1 and N . Thus |z D (1) 
|Fi| p 's, and by the results of the previous section can be written as |z D(k) 
. exponentials and independent of the anti-rank vector D.
The following lemma states that for all but the smallest n 9c/10 (in absolute value) of the z i 's, the random variable |z D(k) | is highly concentrated around a value which is independent of the anti-rank vector D. In other words, for such k, |z D(k) | can be written as the sum of a random variable that is independent of the values of D(i) for all i ∈ [N ], and a second adversarial error term which has magnitude at most an n −c/10 factor times the first. To prove the lemma, we first state the following straightforward fact.
Fact 5. For p ∈ (0, 2], suppose that we choose the constant c such that mM ≤ n c/20 , where note that we have
Proof. We know that |F i | p ≤ (mM ) p ≤ n c/10 using p ≤ 2.
Then each non-zero value |F i | p is at most an n −c/10 fraction of any other item |F j | p , and in particular of the average item weight. It follows that
, which results in the stated fact. 
Proof. Let τ < N − n 9c/10 . We can write N j=τ |F D(j) | p as a deterministic function ψ(t 1 , . . . , t N ) of the random scaling exponentials t 1 , . . . , t N corresponding to F i = 0. We first argue that
This can be seen from the fact that changing a value of t i can only have the effect of adding (or removing) |F i | p to the sum N j=τ |F D(j) | p and removing (or adding) a different |F l | from the sum. The resulting change in the sum is at most 2 max j {|F j | p }, which is at most 2n −c+1 F p p by duplication. Set T = N − τ + 1. Since the t i 's are independent, we apply McDiarmid's inequality (Fact 1) to obtain Pr
= Θ(n −c/5 ) and using T > n 9c/10 , this is at most 2 exp(− 1 2 n 2c/5−2 ). To show concentration up to a (1 ± O(n −c/10 )) factor, it remains to show that E[ N j=τ |F D(j) | p ] = Ω(T n −11c/10 F p p ). This follows from the Fact 5, which gives
, so we can union bound over all τ = 1, 2, . . . , N − n 9c/10 to obtain We use this result to show that our failure condition is nearly-independent of the value D(1), as stated formally in the following Lemma. Let ¬FAIL be the event that the algorithm L p Sampler does not output FAIL. The following is the main technical result of the paper. Lemma 4 demonstrates that the probability of failure can only change by an additive O(log(n)ν) term given that any particular value of i ∈ [N ] achieved the maximum (i.e. D(1) = i). This property will translate into a (1 ± log(n)ν)relative error in our sampler, where the space complexity is independent of ν. To complete the proof of correctness of our algorithm, we now need to bound the probability that we fail at all. The following Lemma does precisely this.
Lemma 5. If y is the vector obtained via count-sketch as in the algorithm L p Sampler, and 0 < p ≤ 2 a constant, then we have Pr[y (1) − y (2) > 100ημR + ηR , y (2) > 50ημR] ≥ 1/2, where η = Θ(1) when p < 2, and η = Θ(1/ log(n)) when p = 2.
Putting together the results of this section, we obtain the correctness of our algorithm as stated in Theorem 2. In Section V, we will show that the algorithm can be implemented to havẽ O(1) update and query time, and that the entire algorithm can be derandomized to use O(log 2 (n)) bits of space for p ∈ (0, 2) and O(log 3 (n)) bits for p = 2.
Theorem 2. Given any constant c ≥ 2, ν ≥ n −c , and 0 < p ≤ 2, there is a one-pass L p sampler which returns an index
, and which fails with probability δ > 0. The space required is O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) bits for p < 2, and O(log 3 (n) log(1/δ)) bits for p = 2. The update time isÕ(ν −1 ), and the query time isÕ (1) .
In particular, it follows that perfect L p samplers exist using O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) and O(log 3 (n) log(1/δ)) bits of space for p < 2 and p = 2 respectively.
, and which fails with probability δ > 0. The space required is O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) bits for p < 2, and O(log 3 (n) log(1/δ)) bits for p = 2.
Remark 1. Note that for p arbitrarily close to 2, the bound given by Lemma 5 degrades. In this case, we set η = Θ((log(n)) −1/2 ), and use the upper bound for p = 2. Similarly, for p arbitrarily close to 0, the bound also degrades. For such non-constant p arbitrarily close to 0, we direct the reader to the O(log 2 (n))-bit perfect L 0 sampler of [35] .
V. TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY
The purpose of this section is to show how our main sampling algorithm can be implemented with the runtime as stated in Theorem 2 without increasing the space complexity. Recall that our algorithm utilizes two data structures on the stream ζ: the d × 6/η 2 count-sketch matrix A, and the vector B ∈ R r (with r = Θ(log(n))) as in Lemma 1 which is used to produce the estimate R of ζ 2 . We note that the update and query time of the L p estimation algorithm which obtains
by Lemma 1, since we can simply estimate the value f p to a constant factor and scale by n (c−1)/p , since we have n (c−1)/p f p = F p exactly. So we need not consider the update or query time of this L p estimation algorithm.
Our results can be broken into three parts. First, we introduce an update procedure Fast-Update to update both A, B throughout the stream, and show that implementing L p Sampler with Fast-Update results inÕ(ν −1 ) update time. This result is as follows. Lemma 6. There is a procedure, Fast-Update, such that running the L p sampler with the update procedure given by Fast-Update results in the same distribution over the count-sketch table A and L 2 estimation vector B as the original algorithm. Moreover, conditioned on a fixed realization of A, B, the output of the original algorithm will be the same as the output of the algorithm using Fast-Update. For a given i ∈ [n], Fast-Update requiresÕ(ν −1 ) random bits, and runs in timeÕ(ν −1 ).
This result gives the stated update time of Theorem 2, but requires too many random bits to be stored. Thus we next show that the algorithm L p Sampler with Fast-Update can be derandomized to use a random seed of length O(log 2 (n))bits, which will give the desired space complexity. The result follows from a careful analysis of the exact seed length needed by Nisan's pseudorandom generator to fool a statistical tester of our algorithm. Finally, we show how using the additional auxiliary heavyhitters data structure of [39] (called ExSk here) as a subroutine, we can obtain the statedÕ(1) update time as well. This additional data structure will not increase the space or update time complexity of the entire algorithm, and does not need to be derandomized. Lemma 8. For any constant c > 0, with probability 1 − n −100c the algorithm L p Sampler with Fast-Update and ExSk returns the same output (an index i ∈ [n] or FAIL) as L p Sampler using Fast-Update but without ExSk. The space and update time are not increased by using ExSk, and the query times is nowÕ (1) .
VI. ESTIMATING THE FREQUENCY OF OUTPUTTED COORDINATE
We now describe our results for frequency estimation of the sampled coordinate f i . Specifically, conditioned on our algorithm L p Sampler returning an index i ∈ [n], we can obtain an estimatef i = (1 ± )f i with probability 1 − δ 2 . We now describe how to do this algorithmically, leaving the analysis to the full version. Given a parameter > 0, our algorithm, in addition to the count-sketch matrix A used by L p Sampler, stores a second countsketch matrix A with, d = O(log(1/δ 2 )) rows and γ = O(min −2 , max{ −p , log 1 δ2 } η −2 ) columns, where η is the parameter used in L p Sampler. We then update A in the same way we update A via the Fast-Update routine given in Section V.
When L p Sampler returns some i j ∈ [n c ] (corresponding to some duplicate i j of i), then our estimate of f i isf = y ij (rnd ν (1/t ij )) −1 , which we will show satisfiesf = (1 ± )f i . Putting this together with Theorem 2, we will obtain the following result: Conditioned on outputting some i ∈ [n], A will then outputf such thatf = (1 ± )f i with probability 1 − δ 2 . The space required is O log 2 (n)+β log(n) log(1/δ 2 ) log(1/δ 1 ) for p ∈ (0, 2), and O log 3 (n) + −2 log 2 (n) log(1/δ 2 ) log(1/δ 1 ) for p = 2, where β = min −2 , max{ −p , log 1 δ2 } . The update time isÕ(ν −1 ) and the query time isÕ (1) .
VII. LOWER BOUNDS
We now state our lower bound for providing relative error approximations of the frequency of a sampled item. In fact, we are able to show that even when the index output is from a distribution with constant additive error from the true L p distribution, returning an estimate with probability 1 − δ 2 still requires Ω( −p log(n) log(1/δ 2 )) bits of space.
Theorem 5. Fix any p > 0 constant bounded away from 0, and let < 1/3 with −p = o(n). Then any L p sampling algorithm that outputs FAIL with probability at most 1/100, and otherwise returns an item ∈ [n] such that Pr[ = l] = |f l | p / f p p ± 1/50 for all l ∈ [n], along with an estimatef such thatf = (1 ± )f with probability 1 − δ 2 , requires Ω( −p log(n) log(1/δ 2 )) bits of space.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates the existence of perfect L p samplers for p ∈ (0, 2) using O(log 2 (n) log(1/δ)) bits of space. This bound is tight in terms of both n and δ. However, there are several open problems for L p samplers which this work does not close. Notably, there is still a log(n) gap between the upper and lower bounds for L 2 samplers, as the best known lower bound for any p ≥ 0 is Ω(log 2 n), while our upper bound is O(log 3 n). While perfect L 2 samplers using polylogarithmic space were not known before this work, our upper bound matches the best upper bounds of prior approximate L 2 samplers with constant ν = Ω(1). It is therefore an open question whether this additional factor of log n is required in the space complexity of an L 2 sampler, perfect or otherwise.
Secondly, one notable shortcoming of the perfect sampler presented in this paper is the very large update time. To obtain a perfect sampler as defined in the introduction, the algorithm in this paper takes polynomial (in n) time to update its data structures after each entry in the stream. This is clearly nonideal, since most streaming applications demand constant or polylogarithmic update time. Using our rounding procedure, we can obtain a (1 ± 1/poly(log n)) relative error sampler with polylogarithmic update time (and the same space as the perfect sampler), but it is still an open problem to design a perfect L p sampler with optimal space dependency as well as polylogarithmic update time.
Finally, there are several gaps in the dependency on , δ 2 in our procedure which, in addition to outputting a index i ∈ [n], also outputs a (1 ± ) estimate of the frequency f i . Taking Theorem 5 along with the known lower bounds for L p sampling, our best lower bound for the problem is Ω(log 2 (n) log(1/δ 1 ) + −p log(n) log(1/δ 2 )), where δ 1 is the probability that the sampler fails to output an index i. On the other hand, our best upper bound is O log 2 (n) + β log(n) log(1/δ 2 ) log(1/δ 1 ) for p ∈ (0, 2), and O log 3 (n) + −2 log 2 (n) log(1/δ 2 ) log(1/δ 1 ) for p = 2, where β = min −2 , max{ −p , log 1 δ2 } . Notably, the log(1/δ 1 ) multiplies the log(1/δ 2 ) term in the upper bound but not in the lower bound, and when log(1/δ 2 ) > −p the dependency is not tight. We leave it as an open problem to determine precisely the right dependencies of such an algorithm on , δ 1 , δ 2 .
